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This report is based on the data collected through the SIEM solution at IGLOO Security’s Security Operation Center (SOC).
IGLOO Security continuously strives to achieve a 24/7 safe cyber environment throughout the year.
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Monthly Security Issues

‘For the next generation’… Gand Crab Ransomware creator announces discontinuation of Gand Crab
•
•
•

•

GandCrab Ransomware creator has earned $ 2 billion. Now attracting attention by announcing that it will no
longer produce a service-oriented Ransomware (RaaS). .
GandCrab Ransomware, which was first unveiled in January 2018, has recently appeared in the 5.2 version
and produced a lot of damage.
According to the blip computer, the creator has invested in legitimate businesses by cashing in revenues from
the company. The creator are expected to delete the entire cryptographic key along with the release of the
Ransomware, and victims who want to retrieve the files encrypted by Gandcrab are prompted to pay for the
decryption quickly.
Security experts believe that new Ransomware will replace the vacancies of GandCrab Ransomware and that
the Ransomware attack will not diminish.

‘Free ‘Avengers : Endgame’ streaming?’…it turns out phishing site
•
•
•

•

A new phishing site advertising the movie ‘Avengers: Endgame’ has emerged and extra caution is required.
On the 7th of May, Kaspersky Labs have announced the discovery of a phishing site advertising to show the
movie ‘Avengers: Endgame’ for free and demanding money after the victim has clicked on their advertisement.
When the users click on the online player button after agreeing to watch the movie, a short clip of the movie
trailer starts to play for a brief moment. Then users are presented with a payment page which asks for the
bank credentials such as security codes and card numbers. Then the users are circled around to send the
information with a window with a the "I am not a bot" message.
Security experts have warned that globally popular movies can be used as a bate for phishing and that user
should be cautious especially when asked for personal information or information irrelevant to the issue.

'Malicious mining code when on the rise, Ransomware when declining'...the rise of cryptocurrency
mining attacks as cryptocurrency value skyrockets again.
•

•
•

As the currency market has soared, there has been an increase in cryptographic mining attacks that were
lulled at the beginning of this year. It is an attack in which a hacker installs a password cracking malware on
your PC and sends out the mined password to your electronic wallet.
In the industry, it is expected that the rate of such "cryptojacking" attacks will increase or decrease depending
on the price of the currency.
The Cryptojacking attack has started to increase rapidly in 2017, and recently, it is a tendency to target large
corporations and government agencies rather than an unspecified number of individuals. This is because it
can get big gains without much effort.

Vulnerabilities found in the docker, allowing access to other containers
•
•

•
•

A recent vulnerability (CVE-2018-15664) has been found in the Docker container platform that allows access
to files associated with host servers as well as other containers.
According to security expert Aleka Sarai, who discovered this, there is an error in the cp command used to
copy the file from the host system to the container. That’s why the code could acquire the right of writing and
reading.
Fortunately, it is not a vulnerability that could exploit remotely, such as having a container running on the
server and having control over the code running in that container to succeed.
Kelly Shortridge, a security expert, said the vulnerability has not been patched yet, but details about the
vulnerability have already been made available to the community, he said.
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Monthly Security Issues

‘Don’t forget me’…WannaCry ransomware still alive.
•

•

•

According to Armis, an IoT security specialist, 145,000 machines are currently infected by WarnnaCry, and
attacks are spreading steadily, centered on production facilities and the medical industry, which are difficult to
patch. .
According to Amis, many of the production and medical systems fail to patch because of the potential for
major damage to the system or danger to the patient. Attackers are actively engaged in activities such as
attacking 3,500 systems in one hour over the past six months.
Security experts say most systems using Windows OS that can not be patched after they are supported are
likely to become infected with WarnnaCry in the near future, It is strongly recommended to follow security
practices other than patches, such as enhancing endpoint security and implementing ongoing monitoring..

‘Job offer from Global company?’… fake recruit mail with malicious code
•
•

•

In recent years, spam mails are spreading which pretend to recruiting employees and install malicious code
for money on receiver’s device.
According to Kaspersky Lab, criminals are encouraging subscribers to join the job search system by offering
an application to the recipient and installing an application that can access the job search database. If the
recipient follows this, the Gozi banking Trojan, which is a kind of malware malicious code, will be installed on
the computer by connecting to the cloud storage site containing the malicious code installation file disguised
as a Word file.
Security experts often see spam as impersonating large companies and well-known companies. They often
look at the address of the website being moved, the link address, and the sender's e-mail address. It is
recommended to call the company separately to check whether the job offer is genuine.

‘An elevator stop and temperature arise?’… Critical vulnerabilities in building management and access
control systems
•

•

More than 100 vulnerabilities have been found in the building management and access control systems of
four well-known manufacturers. According to security analyst Gjoko Krstic, who exploited these vulnerabilities,
exploiting these vulnerabilities could gain complete access to the product and allow other systems to operate.
According to the Krstic survey, a variety of vulnerabilities have been found, including privilege escalation,
authentication bypass, and backdoor, many of which exploit a single vulnerability or multiple vulnerabilities,
which can paralyze elevators and control the system completely It was analyzed as fatal.

Information-seeking malware, Hawkeye warning
•
•

•

•
•

The Cyber Attack Campaign, which utilizes Hawk Eye Ribbon v9, a malware specialized in stealing sensitive
information from the company, lasts from April to May, requiring special attention.
Hawkeye, which emerged in 2013, has steadily upgraded to extract corporate information, as well as the
ability to plant and execute additional malware. Attackers are scouting through Hawkeye to figure out the
corporate environment and form a botnet to commit additional crimes.
According to IBM X-Force, the campaigns discovered in April 2019 are mainly targeted at logistics,
transportation, medical, import and export, marketing and agriculture. The purpose of creating a high
monetary profit by aiming at a private company with a large number of sensitive data.
The malicious e-mails found in the April-May campaign were camouflaged as if they came from a large bank
in Spain, another well-known company.
Security experts recommend that do not trust e-mails even it sent from well-known companies or
organizations, but should check e-mails on several occasions, such as whether you are receiving e-mail or
doing business with the company.
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The IGLOO SECURITY SOC collects data on attacks according to the server(port) and analyzes the
attack. Through this process, future cyber threats can be predicted

01. Monthly Attack Service(Port) TOP 10
This month’s (June, 2019) collected data in TOP 10 attack service port shows that The HTTP-related
service port continues to occupy a high share (44%), and the Unassigned (TCP / 37215) port has
entered the new rank. Other UDP / 161 (SNMP) event rankings rose from 7th to 6th in the previous
month, and the IUA (TCP / 9900) port showed a slight decline from the previous month.

※ Based on IGLOO SECURITY SOC SIEM data collection
Rank

Service(Port)

No. of Cases

Ratio(%)

1

HTTP(TCP/80)

1,383,520,762

44.88%

-

2

DNS(UDP/53)

687,173,770

22.29%

-

3

HTTPS(TCP/443)

321,887,019

10.44%

-

4

Microsoft-DS(TCP/445)

291,547,040

9.46%

-

5

ICMP(0/ICMP)

104,074,444

3.38%

-

6

SNMP(UDP/161)

101,506,413

3.29%

▲1

7

IUA(TCP/9900)

93,757,139

3.04%

▼1

8

Telnet(TCP/23)

41,989,043

1.36%

-

9

NTP(UDP/123)

30,232,248

0.98%

-

10

Unassigned(TCP/37215)

26,772,116

0.87%

NEW

3,082,459,994

100.00%

-

Total

[Table2-1] TOP 10 Monthly Attack Ports
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The IGLOO SECURITY SOC collects data on attacks according to the server(port) and analyzes the
attack. Through this process, future cyber threats can be predicted

02. Monthly Attack Service(Port) cases compared to last month
In the TOP10 by attack service port, the HTTP related service port occupies a high share (44%), and
the unassigned (TCP / 37215) port was added to the ranking this month.
Among well-known service ports that are not specified in the actual service port, there is a possibility
that the service port is usually not used.
For example, Unassigned (TCP / 37215), which is not a commonly used service port, is known to be
used for spreading Mirai Bonet malicious code using a remote command execution vulnerability of
Huawei HG532 router.
It is recommended that unspecified service ports be checked for actual use, then control indiscriminate

communication between inside and outside through the access restriction policy, and apply the latest
patches to the user and server PC as much as possible in advance.
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[Figure 2-1] Monthly Attack Port TOP 10
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The IGLOO SECURITY SOC collects data on attacks according to the server(port) and analyzes the
attack. Through a ranking process, future cyber threats become predictable.

03. TOP 10 Monthly Attack Service Patterns
The results from this month’s (June. 2019) attack event analysis indicate that the total number of
events decreased compared to the previous month, which is attributed to the HTTP Login Brute Force
and SYN Port Scan events dropping by more than 4 million. Multi Packet Inspection, and MS WINS
Server Registration Spoofing Vuln-1 event rankings have risen by three stages, and HTTP Login Brute
Force and UDP Tear Drop events are showing a decrease from the previous month. The other
Dcom_TCP_Sweep event is confirmed in the new ranking.
※ Based on IGLO SECURITY SOC SIEM data collection

Rank

Pattern

No. of Cases

Ratio(%)

Fluctuation

1

SMB Service connect(tcp-445)

253,147,390

57.54%

-

2

ACK Port Scan(F/W Scan)

103,142,192

23.44%

-

3

SYN Port Scan

33,236,206

7.55%

-

4

MySQL-Server Login Brute force

24,296,856

5.52%

-

5

Multi Packet Inspection

5,499,030

1.25%

▲3

6

MS WINS Server Registration Spoofing
Vuln-1[Req](UDP-137)

4,719,548

1.07%

▲3

7

HTTP Login Brute Force

4,375,956

0.99%

▼2

8

UDP Tear Drop

4,168,176

0.95%

▼1

9

Dcom_TCP_Sweep
(MSBlaster Worm Messenger)

3,899,918

0.89%

NEW

10

Netbios Scan (Messenger RPC Dcom My
Doom) (UDP-137)

3,457,606

0.79%

-

439,942,878

100.00%

-

Total

[Table 2-2] Monthly Attack Pattern TOP 10
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The IGLOO SECURITY SOC collects data on attacks according to the server(port) and analyzes the
attack. Through a ranking process, future cyber threats become predictable.

04. Monthly Attack Service Incident Patterns Compared to Last Month
The results from this month’s (June. 2019) attack event analysis indicate that The SMB Service
Connect (tcp-445) event detection rate rose by 9% due to a decrease in overall attack volume, but the

number of detections did not increase significantly from the previous month. Although the number of
SMB Service Connect (tcp-445) events has increased slightly, it accounts for 57% of the total event
rate. Therefore, it is necessary to establish access control lists (ACLs) and periodically update security
devices and servers for SMB related ports. We also recommend using passwords that meet the
complexity of using shared folders.
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[Figure 2-2] Monthly Attack Pattern TOP 10
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IGLOO Statistics introduces results of an integrated analysis of the TOP 10 attack patterns which
occurred in June. Each vulnerability needs to be dealt with in advanced in accordance with the
integrated analysis results of each attack pattern.
Attack
Pattern

SMB Service
Connect
(tcp-445)

ACK Port Scan
(F/W Scan)

SYN Port Scan

MySQL-Server
Login Brute force

Multi Packet
Inspection

Integrated Analysis Results

Microsoft Windows uses SMB protocol to share files and printer resources with other computers. Sharing
resources using SMB in older versions (95, 98, Me and NT) of Windows used TCP port 137 and 139 and
UDP port 138 by executing NETBIOS with NETBIOS over TCP/IP. On older versions of Windows 2000/XP,
it was possible to run SMB directly through TCP/IP on TCP port 445. If the files are shared with easily
guessable password or passwords are not set, they can suffer from secondary attacks.

ACK Port Scan (F/W Scan) is a type of scanning attack targeting vulnerable ports which are allowed to
be accessed by firewall policy. Attackers can collect information on vulnerable ports by analyzing the
returned packet as a response to the packet sent in advance. These attacks are not intended to destroy
the system but to collect information for planning a scenario for secondary attack.
In order to hacking the computer (server), the targeted computer sends SYN sequentially or infrequently
from port number 0 to 65,535 ports to check the SYN/ACK that the server responds to as a way to find out
if the target computer opens the port of TCP/IP to service.

A brute force attack can be launched against an user account in MySQL. MySQL replies with
success/error based on supplied credentials and time required for the verification is almost the same in
either cases. Hence, an attacker can launch brute force attack against a MySQL user account at a rapid
rate and can try many different passwords.

A Multi Packet Inspection is a rule that occurs within the IPS of a specified company and detects using the
automated pattern learning defense mechanism set-up within the IPS.
It denies access for a certain amount of time if a packet, which exceeds the bytes PPS set-up by the IPS,
is injected.

MS WINS Server
Registration
Spoofing Vuln-1

This attack occurs while a name is being registered on the Windows WINS server and the NetBIOS is not
inspected thoroughly enough. Through this vulnerability, the attacker is capable of redirecting the victims
internet traffic through web proxy spoofing to a specified domain.

[Req](UDP-137)

HTTP Login
Brute Force

This attack accesses the HTTP WEB service port(80) and repetitively inserts random strings through a
Tool-Kit in order to find out the password for a specific ID(root, guest etc). Passwords which are easy to
guess or are in an alphabetic/symbolic order are more prone to this attack.
This attack can be prevented by using IDs and passwords over 6 letters and by Filtering data from the
HTTP port(80/TCP).

UDP Tear Drop

A common form of denial of service attack. In which the perpotrator overbears a network by exploiting
datagram fragmentation mechanisms.

Dcom_TCP_

The W32.Blaster.Worm is a type of worm that spreads by exploiting the DCOM RPC Buffer Overflow

Sweep

Vulnerability. The worm activates the TCP / 135 port and infects the system if a vulnerability is detected.

(MSBlaster Worm

The infected system activates the TCP / 4444 port to download a malicious file from the host server and

Messenger)
Netbios Scan
(Messenger RPC
Dcom MyDoom)
(UDP-137)

register it in the registry. In this process, the traffic of the infected system may rise.
A network scanner tool that scans all computers in the IP addresses range you choose, using NetBIOS
protocol. For every computer located by this NetBIOS scanner, the following information is displayed: IP
Address, Computer Name, Workgroup or Domain, MAC Address, and the company that manufactured the
network adapter (determined according to the MAC address). NetBScanner also shows whether a
computer is a Master Browser. You can easily select one or more computers found by NetBScanner, and
then export the list into csv/tab-delimited/xml/html file.
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▶

Automated prevention and detection of cyberattacks
using CTI & vulnerability assessment results

SPiDER TM V5.0 is an integrated security management solution that integrates IGLOO Security's
security monitoring experience and Big Data utilization capability. From the initial detection to the
log/network packet analysis, unified control environment configuration improves the agility and
efficiency of monitoring work and ensures visibility of the entire infrastructure.

Technical Support Center,
Technical Analysis Team

01. Synopsis
According to the KISA(Korea Internet & Security Agency) report on cyber threat trends for the first
quarter of 2019, keywords for first quarter were spear phishing, phishing email, ransomware and
vulnerability with the largest share. As such, the threat of exploiting vulnerabilities in cyberattacks is
rapidly increasing, and methods are becoming more intelligent. In this issue, we will investigate
SIEM detection methods using real-time cyber threat information and vulnerability inspection results
as a method of detecting and responding to these threats.

Phising email

Spear phising

Vulnerability

Ransomware

[Figure 3-1] Comparison of press releases by key keyword in Q1 2019 (Source: KISA)
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▶

Automated prevention and detection of cyberattacks
using CTI & vulnerability assessment results

02. Implementation of automated cyber attack prevention and detection
In order to proactively detect and respond to threats that exploit vulnerabilities, SPiDER TM V5.0
based on SIEM and internal asset diagnosis result of the vulnerability diagnosis solution(our
product, Smart[Guard]) have to be constructed, and latest threat information of IGLOO Security CTI
(Cyber Threat Intelligence) should be linked in real time.

[Figure 3-2] SPiDER TM V5.0 & Smart [Guard] Architecture

03. IGLOO CTI (Cyber Threat Intelligence)
CTI is an acronym for Cyber Threat Intelligence, a system developed to automatically collect and
share a variety of external threat information from around the globe and across the country. The
latest threat information is linked with SPiDER TM V5.0 in real-time, and some data provided by
IGLOO CTI are as follows.
Category

Collection Name

International Info.

OSINT

Domestic Info.

KISA-CERT, KISA-CTAS
[Table 3-1] IGLOO CTI data
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Automated prevention and detection of cyberattacks
using CTI & vulnerability assessment results

04. Vulnerability assessment result (Smart[Guard])
Smart[Guard], which provides integrated support for IT asset management and vulnerability
assessment functions, assesses more than 1,200 items, including infrastructure and electronic
financial supervisory regulations, and works with SIEM-based SPiDER TM V5.0 to improve the
accuracy and speed of the security system as well as vulnerability assessment management.

[Figure 3-3] The assessment results of Smart[Guard] are linked to the SPiDER TM V5.0 screen
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Automated prevention and detection of cyberattacks
using CTI & vulnerability assessment results

[Figure 3-4] Software information link screen

05. Detection method using SIEM
Detection scenarios based on global threat intelligence and vulnerability assessment history are as
follows.
Attack detection with vulnerable assets

SIEM Analysis Engine

Asset/Vulnerability Mgmt.

Cyber Threat Intelligence

▶ Asset IP information
▶ Vulnerability diagnose
result “vulnerable”

▶ Blacklist IP
2

3

Compare asset information
and vulnerability (destination)

1

Source IP

Incident Response
<TMS/IPS/WAF>
Detect vulnerability attacks?

[Figure 3-5] Detection Flow Diagram
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1) Object configuration
Admin.  Object  Object List  Set Object Group and Name  Create/Modify

① s_ip : Global threat intelligence within 90 days of occurrence is included in the origin IP (Inbound)
② d_ip: Destination IP is included as "vulnerable" in Smart[Guard]’s diagnose result

[Figure 3-6] Object definition

2) Single alert configuration
Single Alert  Register Rule  Enter rule name, risk, occurrence, count, log source,
condition

Log source: Detection of IPS/TMS/WAF equipment.

[Figure 3-7] Single alert setting
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Automated prevention and detection of cyberattacks
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3) Detection result
Monitoring  Alert  Continuous Alert
An alert occurs when the source of IPS/TMS/WAF detection is included in global threat intelligence
IP and the destination is an internal vulnerable asset server.

① Blacklist IP list (source)

② Vulnerability assessment result list (destination)

[Figure 3-8] Result of alert
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4) Rules for automatic detection of latest threat intelligence reports
The rules for prevention and detection of cyberattacks are the default settings for deploying
detection rules are subdivided according to the source of threat information, and detection accuracy
can be increased in connection with the weak diagnosis details.

[Figure 3-9] Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI) & Incident Indicator (IoC)

06. Conclusion
If preemptive preventative intelligence is obtained by integrating vulnerability analysis solutions with
CTI based on SPiDER TM V5.0, enterprises and institutions will be able to enhance the security of
their enterprises and institutions by providing a quick and accurate decision-making basis.

In the next issue, we will look at how SIEM can be used to respond to threats by linking internal
assets (software information) and information according to the type of attack.
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CVE-2019-0708 (BlueKeep)

Security Monitoring Center
Security Analysis Team

01. Vulnerability Synopsis
In May, Microsoft released a security update of a remote code execution vulnerability in the Remote
Desktop Protocol (RDP) that was used to access remote terminals through a regular patch.
According to the patch recommendation, if the vulnerability is exploited, the attacker could execute

a code on the server without any authentication. Considering the severity of the vulnerability,
Microsoft has also released security updates to Windows XP and 2003, which have been expired
the update support.
The actual attack code of the vulnerability and the large-scale attack that exploited the vulnerability
were not reported, but according to a survey by Errata Security, about 950,000 Windows systems
were exposed to the vulnerability. As research is underway, it is necessary to prepare for such
vulnerability.

Classification

Version

SP3 x86
Windows XP

Professional x64 Edition SP2
Embedded SP3 x86
SP2 x86

Windows Server 2003
x64 Edition SP2
32-bit Service Pack 1
Windows 7
64-bit Service Pack 1
32-bit Service Pack 2
64-bit Service Pack2

Windows Server 2008

Itanium Service Pack 1
64-bit Service Pack 1
[Table 4-1] Version list of ‘CVE-2019-0708’ vulnerability
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CVE-2019-0708 (BlueKeep)

02. Vulnerability analysis
1) Patch analysis
The security patch provided by MS can be unpacked through the following command.

•

In case of ‘.msu’ patch file
> expand -F:* update.msu C:<target_dir>
> cd <target_dir>
> expand -F:* update.cab C:<target_dir>

•

In case of ‘.msp’ patch file
> msix patch.msp /out C:<target_dir>

•

In case of ‘.exe’ patch file
> pach.exe /x:C:\MS10-005\Extracted

The extracted patch file contains the termdd.sys driver file used by the RDP server. The result of
comparing the file with the pre-patch file using the BinDiff tool is as follows.

[Figure 4-1] Comparing the termdd.sys file before / after the patch
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02. Vulnerability analysis
1) Patch analysis
The BinDiff results show that IcaBindVirtualChannels and IcaRebindVirtualChannels, which have
the lowest similarity, have been modified.

[Figure 4-2] Contents of the IcaBindVirChannelByName function before patch

[Figure 4-3] Contents of IcaFindChannelByName function after patch

The modified version of the code will force the third factor to change to 31 if the string "MS_T120"
exists before calling the _IcaBindChannel function. The _IcaBindChannel function binds the

channel number and the channel object so that the "MS_T120" channel is not bound to a number
other than 31.
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02. Vulnerability analysis
2) RDP in a Nutshell
The RDP protocol provides a service through a series of connection processes, in which a client
can explicitly request a static channel to the server. The server assigns a channel number to the
requested channel and transmits / receives the message through the corresponding channel.

[Figure 4-4] RDP Connection Order (Source: Microsoft)

In the case of the "MS_T120" channel used for the vulnerability, it is not a channel requested in the
general RDP connection process, but is a channel allocated to the program number 31 in the
program without specifying its purpose in the MS.

[Figure 4-5] Normal RDP Initial PDU Packet
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CVE-2019-0708 (BlueKeep)

02. Vulnerability analysis
3) Use After Free(UAF) vulnerability
A UAF vulnerability is a memory bug that occurs when an arbitrary pointer references an object that
is free and attempts to access the memory, thereby causing system malfunction.
The RDP host binds the channel object to a specific channel number through the _IcaBindChannel
function. When the user explicitly requests the MS_T120 channel, the MS_T120 object is bound to
an arbitrary number. In the case of the MS_T120 object, since the channel 31 is already allocated,
two channel numbers are assigned to one object.

[Figure 4-6] Malicious RDP Initial PDU packet

1

Cliprdr

2

MS_T120

3

Rdpsnd

…

…

31

…
[Figure 4-7] Channel binding status
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CVE-2019-0708 (BlueKeep)

02. Vulnerability analysis
3) Use After Free(UAF) vulnerability
A UAF vulnerability occurs when CODE1 refers to an MS_T120 channel object through channel
number 2, and then uses the corresponding object in CODE2 that refers to the object through No.
31 after un-assigning (FREE) the corresponding object during operation .

CODE1 {
…
}

① FREE

1
2

Cliprdr

① FREE

3

CODE2 {
…
}

② USE

…

Rdpsnd

② USE

31
[Figure 4-8] Channel binding status
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CVE-2019-0708 (BlueKeep)

03. POC analysis
1) Static Channel Message
It is possible to use the POC codes that have been released until recently to manifest the UAF
vulnerability and to force the system to crash. To do this, the MS_T120 channel must be allocated
through a series of connection procedures and a specially crafted packet must be transmitted to the
server. In POC, the following packet was used.
p = b"\x03\x00\x00\x2e\x02\xf0\x80\x64\x00\x07\x03\xef"
p += b"\x70\x14\x0c\x00\x00\x00\x03\x00\x00\x00\x00\x00"
p += b"\x00\x00\x02\x00\x00\x00\x00\x00\x00\x00\x00\x00\x00\x00"

Analyzing the packet above, with reference to the RDP document (2.2.6-Static Virtual Channels)
provided by the MS, the following structure can be confirmed.

# Static Channel Message Packet
# TPKT Header
"\x03\x00\x00“

# length
"\x2e"
# X.224
"\x02\xf0\x80"
# sendDataRequest
"\x64“
# intiator userId
"\x00\x07“
# channelId
"\x03\xef“

# dataPriority
"\x70"
# userData length
"\x14"
# CHANNEL_PDU_HEADER::length
"\x0c\x00\x00\x00"
# CHANNEL_PDU_HEADER::flags
"\x03\x00\x00\x00"
# Channel data
"\x00\x00\x00\x00\x02\x00\x00\x00\x00\x00\x00\x00\x00\x00\x00\x00"
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03. POC analysis
2) Dynamic analysis
The Channel Data part of the packet contains the message to be sent to the real server, and the
ChannelID part specifies the channel to process the message. In the process of processing the
message, the server is disassociated from the channel, and if reused, a UAF vulnerability is
generated.
In order to check this, an arbitrary string "ABCD ..." "And debugging was carried out. First of all, if
you set a breakpoint in the part where the channel number and the channel object are bound, the
following contents will appear.

[Figure 4-9] IcaBindVirtualChannels function

The MS_T120 channel is allocated 3 times and it is confirmed that the related channel object
address is specified in the esi and edi registers. If you try to analyze by setting a breakpoint when
accessing the address, you can see that the object is used in _IcaCopyDataToUserBuffer function.

[Figure 4-10] _IcaCopyDataToUserBuffer function
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03. POC analysis
2) Dynamic analysis
This function stores the kernel area data in the user area memory. When checking the parameter of
memcpy, the contents of the channel data packet can be checked.

[Figure 4-11] Data passed to user memory

The data passed to the user area is used in the MCSPortData function of the rdpwsx.dll module.
The HGFE string is stored in the eax value, which can be used to un-assign the channel.

[Fugure 4-12] Memory information in MCSPortData function
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03. POC analysis
2) Dynamic analysis

①
②

③
[Figure 4-13] MCSPortData function operation process

The operation above is described as follows
① Check if eax value is 0, and if not, move to ②.
② Check if the eax value is 2, and if it is 2, move to ③.
③ The _MCSChannelClose function is called and the corresponding channel object is
disassociated.
Therefore, if the eax value can be set to 0x00000002, the MS_T120 object can be unassigned

during the processing of the corresponding message, which can manifest the UAF vulnerability.
As mentioned earlier, since the HaxE character string is entered in the eax value, putting 02000000
at the corresponding position in the message creates a vulnerability.

# POC Channel data
"\x00\x00\x00\x00\x02\x00\x00\x00\x00\x00\x00\x00\x00\x00\x00“
# TEST Channel data
"\x41\x42\x43\x44\x45\x46\x47\x48\x49\x4a\x4b\x4c\x4d\x4e\x4f"
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03. POC analysis
2) Dynamic analysis
In the POC, the MS_T120 object is un-assigned to cause a system error, and then a Disconnect
packet is transmitted to the server. When the server receives the request, it will un-assign all

created objects. In this case, since the MS_T120 object is already un-assigned, an error will occur.

#Disconnect Request Packet

#TPKT Header
"\x03\x00\x00\x09“
# PER encoded PDU
"\x02\xf0\x80“
# shutdownRequestPduData
"\x21\x80"

At the same time as the Disconnect request, a memory error occurs as shown below and the
system restarts with a blue screen.

[Figure 4-14] System malfunction
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04. Solution
1) Apply security patch
The vulnerability is classified as Microsoft's own Risk Critical (high risk), and the patch must be
deployed.
- Windows 2003, XP patch link
https://www.catalog.update.microsoft.com/Search.aspx?q=KB4500331

- Windows 2008, 7 patch link
https://portal.msrc.microsoft.com/en-US/security-guidance/advisory/CVE-2019-0708

2) Detect MS_T120 request
In order to manifest this vulnerability, the "MS_T120" channel must be explicitly requested during

the RDP connection process, so that the attack can be prevented by adding a detection rule for the
request.
Detection Policy
alert tcp any any -> $HOME_NET 3389 (msg:"IGRSS.1.03013 MS, Windows, CVE-2019-0708,
Attempted Administrator Privilege Gain"; flow:to_server,established; content:"MS_T120|00|";
fast_pattern:only; sid:103013;)
alert tcp any any -> any 3389 (msg:"IGRSS.13.03034 MS, Windows, CVE-2019-0708, Potentially
Bad Traffic"; flow:to_server,established; content:"|03 00|"; offset:0; depth:2; content:"|02 f0|";
distance:2; within:2; content:"|00 05 00 14 7c 00 01|"; within:512; content:"|03 c0|"; distance:3;
within:384; content:"MS_T120|00|"; distance:6; within:372; threshold: type limit, track by_src, count
2, seconds 600; sid:1303034;)
[Table 4-2] MS_T120 channel request detection Snort Rule
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04. Solution
3) Apply NLA(Network Level Authentication)
If you enable NLA on the RDP host, sessions can not be established until the connection is
authenticated before the request is made, thus protecting against an unauthorized attack.

NLA can be set in the following manner:
- Start → Run → gpedit.msc → Computer Configuration → Administrative Templates → Windows
Components → Terminal Services → Remote Desktop → Session Host → Security → Require
user authentication for remote connection using network level authentication → Enable

* Due to the recent discovery of the session lock screen bypass vulnerability (CVE-2019-9510)
related to the NLA, awareness and preparation of related contents are needed.
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05. Conclusion
The POC code available to the public can only use DoS attacks that cause system malfunction by
exploiting the UAF vulnerability. However, since the vulnerability is continuously researched,
attacks with remote code execution capabilities are more likely to appear. Microsoft is also
concerned about the emergence of self-propagating malicious codes by exploiting the vulnerability,
so they need to be prepared. Organizations that are running RDPs should defend themselves
against attacks by implementing updates on recommended actions, and if they are running
unnecessary RDPs, they should take steps to disable services and change ports to prevent risks.

[Reference]
[1] https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/openspecs/windows_protocols/ms-rdpbcgr/
[2] https://github.com/wanglf/CVE-2019-0708
[3] https://portal.msrc.microsoft.com/en-US/security-guidance/advisory/CVE-2019-0708
[4] https://dl.packetstormsecurity.net/papers/general/debugging-CVE-2019-0708.pdf
[5 https://securingtomorrow.mcafee.com/other-blogs/mcafee-labs/rdp-stands-for-really-do-patchunderstanding-the-wormable-rdp-vulnerability-cve-2019-0708/
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Special Column
1. Advanced social engineering hacking
techniques, aimed at people
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Advanced social engineering hacking techniques, aimed at people.

Security Monitoring Center
Security Analysis Team

1. Cybercriminals are constantly attempting to hack

There is a fine building. The owner of this building built a large and sturdy safe to store treasures
worth hundreds of millions of dollars, and installed it inside the building. The owner also installed
state-of-the-art security equipment on the doors and windows to guard against illegal intrusion by
outsiders, and hired a security guard to keep the building safe for 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.
Consider the above situation as a cyber environment. Treasures in the building are important data
for the enterprise or individual. To protect this data, various security devices such as firewalls and
control systems are operated 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. Could we be sure that would be
enough to safeguard the assets from cybercriminals?

[Figure 5-1] Hacking routes
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2. The most vulnerable part of cyber security is people.
As the value of data increases in a changing IT environment, security technology has also made
considerable progress. Recently, with the release of the next-generation security control system
incorporating artificial intelligence, the time it takes to detect and respond to threats has been
drastically minimized, and it becomes possible to pre-determine unknown anomalies. This trend
has also affected cybercriminals, and the number of attacks targeting relatively weaker targets has
increased rather than security-enhanced systems. This type of attack that uses people to harass
data and money is called Social Engineering Hacking.

Social engineering hacking are attacks that use people as target, so it is not easy to judge the
threat from defending standpoint. In addition, daily life and personal information of people are
shared through social media (SNS), and various public opinion and social issues are easily
transmitted through the Internet, and they are evolving into sophisticated techniques that use
psychology.

Looking at the contents of [Figure 5-2] below, cybercriminals are guilty of accessing malicious

websites with contents that users are forced to click, not technical vulnerabilities.

E-mail storage capacity exceeded message sending / receiving limit. Note: Because you used
9.49 GB (97%) of your 10 GB mailbox quota, your email account usage will be paused soon.
Until you upgrade your email account, you cannot receive messages with attachments larger
than 10 KB. Click here to upgrade

[Figure 5-2] A sample of a malicious mail
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3. Social Engineering Hacking
The social engineering attack is carried out in four stages. First, the target user is determined and
necessary information to carry out an attack is collected. Since it is most important to gain the
user's trust, the hacker must process the collected information and execute attacks accordingly.
Finally, if the hacker succeeds in an attack, they must clear their trail and disappear.

[Figure 5-3] Social Engineering Attack Lifecycle
(Reference : https://www.imperva.com/learn/application-security/social-engineering-attack)
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The most threatening aspect of social engineering attacks is the use of human mistakes, not
vulnerabilities in software and systems, to attack.
Therefore, it is very difficult to judge intrusions and threats. The types of social engineering attacks
can be classified as follows.

Attack Classification

Description

•
Baiting
•

•
Scareware
•
•
Pretexting
•

Phishing

Attacks with a bait that stimulates the user's curiosity. USB, physical
storage containing malicious code on the desk, toilet, elevator and so on
which is conspicuous to the user,
In 2010, the centrifuges of the Iranian Bushehr nuclear power plant
were destroyed by the "Stuxnet" attack.

Web browser, etc., to trick the user into infecting the malicious code,
and install a fake antivirus program. It does not infect through malicious
codes, but requires money to remove.
In 2018, an MS engineer helped with the scareware attack and earned
an unfair return of up to $ 250,000.
It is a method of disguising information as a trustee. It steals information
by disguising as the employee of a telecommunication company or a
bank that the user uses.
In 2018, Verizon announced that the pretexting attacks had more than
five times the number than the previous year.

•

It is a word derived from fishing. It sends emails and messages to an
unspecified number of targets. It is a method to seize data.

•

It is a word derived from spearfishing. It is a method of collecting and
analyzing information of a specific individual or corporation and sends
an e-mail or a message to seize data.
In 2017, a hacker attached a resume to an e-mail containing malicious
codes and it infected 6,038 PCs through the malicious code.

Spear phishing
•

•
Watering Hole
•

After hacking homepages that users often visit, the hacker infects
malicious codes when the homepage is visited. Other users will also be
affected by the malicious code.
In 2018, $ 20 billion of cryptocurrency was stolen by a
'Wateringhole‘ attack.
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5. What are the countermeasures?

# Spear Phishing Mail (example)
•
•

Title : We have prepared a present for a hard working employee.
From : Human Resources

One day, Mr. A received the above e-mail from human resources. Mr.
A, who had done a lot of work for his company, clicked the link of the
text without any suspicion and was happy that he was recognized for
his hard work. However, Mr. A's was wrong. As he clicked the e-mail,
Mr. A's computer was compromised by cybercriminals.
In the case shown above, if Mr. A had called the sender, he would have been able to determine if it

was an attack. The social engineering attack technique greatly affects the level of user's discretion
and security awareness, so it is necessary to improve user's level of security awareness through
periodical malicious mail simulations, training and education.
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[Figure 5-4] IGLOOSECURITY Inc. Malicious mail simulation training process
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6. Conclusion
So far, cybercriminals have analyzed the psychology, characteristics, and curiosity of people and
used them in attacks. It is most important for users to prepare for threats through security
awareness. Finally, Let’s conclude the article on 'User Security Guidelines' and 'Contribution to
advanced social engineering attack targeting people'.

[Security Guidelines]
Prohibit the activation of e-mails and attachments from unknown sources.
Use multiple authentication methods to delay or minimize damage.
Enhance users' awareness of correct behavior by periodic security education and training
Minimize exposure of personal information on social media (SNS), Internet service, etc.
Always run the latest version of antivirus programs.
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IGLOO Security Inc, Participate in the
2019 Defense Security Conference Information Security Product Exhibition

IGLOO Security Inc, participated in the 2019 Defense Security Conference Information Security Product Exhibition on the
13th of June. Over 900 people, civilian and military personnel attended the exhibition, which was held at the National Defense
Convention on the theme of "Defense Reform 2.0 and Smart Defense Security." A total of 18 exhibitors participated including
IGLOO Security, Ahnlab, SECUI, WINS, companies who specialize in information security business participated.
In this event, participants discussed the direction of national defense security in new security environments through four
presentation sessions including convergence security, information security, password, and national defense security. During
the IGLOO Security presentation session, the presenter of IGLOO Security introduced security management, AI security
control "And introduced the latest security trends that focused on analyzing alerts through AI, detecting abnormal behavior,
and enhancing the function of threat insight, and gained a favorable response by suggesting future development directions. In
addition, IGLOO Security introduced the SPiDER TM AI edition at the booth and emphasized that 'AI based cyber intrusion
response technology' is necessary to preemptively respond to intelligent cyber attacks. Attendees were aware that defense
security policies and technological advancements are needed, but there are limited opportunities to access the latest
technology, and a large number of military security officials have shown considerable interest in artificial intelligence based on
SIEM solutions.
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